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Balance bicycle „Mini Sparite” 
instruction manual 
 
Dear customers! 
 
"Mini Sparite"- our balance bike is qualitative and 
stable. "Mini Sparite" develops the leg muscles as well as 
different skills like a skill to keep balance and to coordinate 
the activities. 
 
Carefully read and remember 
 
*Never leave child on balance bicycle without 
supervision. 
 
*Do not let the child ride on car drive lanes, close to water 
drains, stairs and other places dangerous to safety of 
children. 
 
*Carefully follow in hilly landscapes, because when riding 
from hill there is a possibility of speed increase not 
suitable 
for your child. 
 

Safety requirements 
 
Before putting a child on balance bicycle carefully read 
instruction manual! 
Non-compliance with requirements of instructions can 
affect your safety and technical condition of the balance 
bicycle. 
Your bicycle meets factory standards and is not 
designed for purposes which are not related to riding. 
Check the front wheel axle nuts before operation. The 
torque must be tight. 
Handlebar and saddle tubes can be tightened by a clamp 
which is located on its base part. Carefully but tightly tighten 
the clamp in necessary height. Do not over-tighten the 
clamp. 

 
 
Check if saddle and handlebar extension height is adjusted 
properly, they must not be higher than specified mark! 
Saddle and handlebar extension height is adjusted properly 
if sitting on balance bicycle both legs are completely 
straight and the ground can be touched only by tips of the 
toes. 

 
Balance bicycle maintenance 
 
Regularly wipe off dirt from bicycle. Use 
cleaning agents when washing bicycle with 
water. 
Timely lubricate bushings and chain. 
Do not use lubricants from vegetable raw materials as it can 
create a harmful patina. 
If necessary, balance bicycle maintenance can be done 
by manufacturer or other specialist. 

 
Guarantee liabilities 
 
The guarantee comes in force on the day of purchase. 
Guarantee duration is 2 (two) years. 
During guarantee, parts exchange and elimination of other 
defects are free of charge, if they have originated due to 
damaged parts or incorrect industrial assemblage. 
The guarantee is void if damage originated because of 
incorrect use of balance bicycle i.e. if maintenance and 
usage conditions not met, if incorrect lubricants are used, if 
it has been used when incorrectly adjusted (insufficient 
insertion of saddle or handlebar tubes into carriage) or 
incorrectly mated, or the riding on road edges or other 
obstacles have been done. The guarantee is void in case of 
natural wearing of parts (e.g.  tyres, bushings), if the balance 
bicycle has been overloaded, if there has been an accident, 
if it has been misused or if the bicycle has been used for 
other purposes (amateur balance bicycle used in extreme 
traces or in competitions). 
Guarantee repairs are made when customer presents 
purchase receipt and balance bicycle passport received 
when purchased. 

 
 

       Guarantee page 
 
        Balance bike  model: 
 
        Buying date:  
 

Customers Name, Surname, 
signature: 

 
        Signature of seller: 
 

        For guarantee service contact: 
 
Ltd  ‘’Velo Machine’’ 
Helmaņa street  11, Sigulda, Latvia 
e-mail:  info@velomachine.lv 
web page:www.velomachine.lv 
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